
Stor-H by Aaqius at the core of the Transition 
in Asia Featured at the BOAO Forum

Stor-H, the new energy standard  
for green mobility
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Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius and  Dr Karim MOKADDEM, CEO of Aalps Capital, guest 

speakers at the exclusive round tables, “Energy / Resources CEO” and “Financial Leaders”, 

at the BOAO Forum. 

For many, the BOFA has become Asia’s Davos Forum, a 
comparison borne out by the event’s magnitude, with more 
than 2,000 participants from across China, Asia and the 
Western world coming each year to the island of Boao (Hainan 
Province, China) for the four-day session. The line-up features 
global decision-makers, leaders in business in innovation 
and internationally-recognised speakers, invited to give their 
perspective, share their expertise and open up discussion, 
through the round tables dedicated to specific topics.

First held in 2001, the BOAO Forum for Asia (BOFA) has 
established itself as the most prestigious opportunity 
for Asia’s political, business and academic leaders to 
come together and exchange viewpoints on the most 
pressing issues faced by this dynamic region and emerging 
economies.



M. WU Lebin, CEO of CASH and  Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius 
at the private-session round table: “Energy / Resources CEO” at 
the BOAO Forum.

Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius and Dr Karim MOKADDEM, CEO 
of Aalps Capital with Wendy Du, Junior Asset Manager at Aalps 
Capital, speaking at the private-session round table, “Dialogue 
with the Governors” at the BOAO Forum. 



Jean-Pierre RAFFARIN, former Prime Minister and President of the Commission on Foreign 

Affairs, Defence and the Armed Forces, Chairman of Fondation Prospective et Innovation, 

engrossed in discussion with Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius at the dinner given by the 

Foundation at the BOAO Forum. 

For Aaqius, the BOAO Forum was a chance to take part in 
intense, high-level discussions and engage talks building toward 
strategic agreements on the energy transition, in which the 
STOR-H technology plays a central role. Aaqius built strong ties 
with the Transition’s leading players in innovation, technology 
and progress, extending from the agreement just signed with 
the City of  Nanjing.

This year, Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius, was cordially 
invited to take part in the forum as part of the French 
delegation led by former Prime Minister Jean-Pierre 
RAFFARIN, and including Dr Karim MOKADDEM, CEO of 
Aalps Capital and Wendy Du, Junior Asset Manager at Aalps 
Capital.

https://www.senat.fr/commission/etr/index.html
https://www.senat.fr/commission/etr/index.html


Stéphane AVER, CEO of Aaqius and  Dr Karim MOKADDEM, CEO 
Aalps Capital in dialogue with the founders of two start-ups, 
OFO and MOBIKE, world-wide leaders in 2-wheel mobility via 
free-floating sharing, at the BOAO Forum. 



H2 Pallet truck

H2 Golf cart

FC Power Generator

Scooter

Mobility Scooter
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ABOUT AAQIUS

AAQIUS is a Swiss group specialised 
in developing breakthrough green 
and low-CO2 technologies in 
transport and energy. Bolstered 
by a commanding track, AAQIUS 
builds its growth on a unique 
“R&B” or Research & Business 
model that weds technical 
expertise in innovative 
projects with the ability 
to develop them and 
ensure their financing 
and profitability, to 
speed up their time 
to market and secure 
their success.

www.aaqius.com


